Small businesses, by their nature, experience continuous and rapid change. Being able to proactively identify significant performance shifts across your small business portfolio can better position your business to capitalize on opportunities and avoid unforeseen risk.

LexisNexis® Small Business Monitoring automates account monitoring by delivering targeted, material updates on the performance of a small business to help your business identify essential changes before they impact your bottom line.

**Customize account visibility and capitalize on significant developments**

LexisNexis Small Business Monitoring leverages the proven coverage of data from more than 10,000 sources to provide customized, continuous account monitoring. We proactively monitor your small business portfolio based on specific event parameters and time intervals and deliver alerts on material changes and pertinent updates to help your business:

- Automate portfolio monitoring
- Simplify account management
- Increase risk visibility and avoid losses
- Pinpoint upsell opportunities
- Minimize distractions from unnecessary alerts

LexisNexis Small Business Monitoring helps track significant account events based on your business-specific thresholds. You can monitor shifts in performance dynamics and stay on top of material public records events including bankruptcies, judgments and liens. Connect to the industry’s most robust small business intelligence, delivered via batch in relevant, actionable insights that eliminate distractions so you can stay focused on essential account developments.

**Expand your perspective with integrated small business insight**

LexisNexis Small Business Monitoring provides information needed to help your business complete deeper research to determine what the alerts mean for your account relationships.
The solution seamlessly dovetails with our other Small Business products to provide a complete picture of a small business at any given point in time, enabling you to proactively track the leading change indicators. Our data updates daily to ensure current information and timely alerts; the events monitored can run on a business-specific threshold to increase decisioning efficiency, strengthen risk management and optimize growth opportunities.

Sidestep risk and strengthen valuable relationships
Streamline account management with automated account monitoring from LexisNexis Small Business Monitoring. Strengthen the performance and profitability of your entire small business portfolio by staying ahead of strategically targeted events and status changes across the lifecycle of the account relationship. Proactively avoid risk and accelerate upsell opportunities by focusing on essential developments that impact the value of your account relationship. Capture the advantage of customized and current account perspective delivered by LexisNexis Small Business Monitoring.

Target specific performance thresholds with tailored monitoring
Select the level of monitoring that fits your business requirements or combine different levels to customize your risk management insight:

Small Business Monitoring with SBFE® Data: Small Business Financial Exchange (SBFE) Members can access bankruptcies, liens, judgments and basic SBFE credit monitoring, including account closures, days past due, charge offs, new account openings and credit scores.

Small Business Monitoring with SBFE® Data, Part II: SBFE Members can access a deeper understanding of SBFE financial payment histories with details on SBFE credit account balances, account credit limits and score monitoring.

Small Business Monitoring with Alternative Data: Access current information on bankruptcies, liens, judgments, UCCs, inquiries, SIC and NAICS Codes, SOS status, assets and basic BII (Business Identifying Information) changes.

Small Business Monitoring with Derogatory Data: Expand your perspective into derogatory public records events with coverage of bankruptcies, liens, judgments, UCC, government debarred, SOS negative status and inquiries.

Small Business Monitoring Firmographics: Monitor asset, SIC, NAICS, and basic BII changes for the business.

For more information:
Call 800.897.1644 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
At LexisNexis Risk Solutions, we believe in the power of data and advanced analytics for better risk management. With over 40 years of expertise, we are the trusted data analytics provider for organizations seeking actionable insights to manage risks and improve results while upholding the highest standards for security and privacy. Headquartered in metro Atlanta USA, LexisNexis Risk Solutions serves customers in more than 100 countries and is part of RELX Group, a global provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. For more information, please visit risk.lexisnexis.com.
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